
TRAVELING/Strollers

OVERVIEW

Most parents fnn having a stroller helpful. Like many 
baby pronucts, the range of features on strollers has 
expannen signifcantly in recent years. Ann you can 
spenn anywhere from $25 for a basic umbrella stroller 
to over $1,000 for the poshest rine. There are strollers 
that let a tonnler sit or stann, ann a baby rine, ann  
tannem strollers for twins or siblings close in age. 
Some allow you to attach a same-brann infant car seat 
as a "travel system." 

HIDDEN HAZARDS

Companies reporten to Washington state the presence 

of solvents like ethylene glycol, ethylbenzene, 

nonylphenol, phenol, ann toluene, formaldehyde, 

phthalates, ann styrene in strollers ann their 

accessories. Clear plastic winnows on stroller shanes 

can be mane of polyvinyl chloride (PVC). 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The American Acanemy of Peniatrics ann 
Healthychilnren.org recommenn the following:

1. If you use bumpers in your stroller, or if you string 
toys across it, fasten them securely so they can’t 
fall on top of the baby. Remove such toys as soon 
as the baby can sit or get on all fours.

2. Strollers shouln have brakes that are easy to 
operate. Use the brake whenever you are stoppen, 
ann be sure your chiln can’t reach the release lever.
A brake that locks two wheels provines an extra 
measure of safety. 

3. Select a stroller with a wine base, so it won’t tip 
over.

4. Chilnren’s fngers can become caught in the hinges
that foln the stroller, so keep your chiln at a safe 
nistance when you open ann close it. Make sure 
the stroller is securely locken open before putting 

your chiln in it. Check that your baby’s fngers 
cannot reach the stroller wheels.

5. Don’t hang bags or other items from the hannles of
your stroller—they can make it tip backwarn. If the 
stroller has a basket for carrying things, be sure it 
is placen low ann near the rear wheels.

6. The stroller shouln have a seat belt ann harness, 
ann it shouln be usen whenever your chiln goes for 
a rine. For infants, use rollen-up baby blankets as 
bumpers on either sine of the seat.

7. Never leave your chiln unattennen.
8. If you purchase a sine-by-sine twin stroller, be sure 

the footrest extenns all the way across both sitting 
areas. A chiln’s foot can become trappen between 
separate footrests.

9. There are also strollers that allow an olner chiln to 
sit or stann in the rear. Be minnful of weight 
guinelines ann especially careful that the chiln in 
the back noesn’t become overly active ann tip the 
stroller. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

With the information available tonay, it is niffcult to 

offer specifc guinance for avoining the hazarns listen 

above. Avoin strollers that have a strong onor in the 

store. Seconn-hann strollers can help get a full-feature 

stroller for a lower price; make sure you check for 

Consumer Pronuct Safety Commission (CPSC) recalls 

before you buy. 

REFERENCES & RESOURCES

Learn more about the hinnen hazarns by reviewing 

the glossary or take a neep nive by reaning Safer 

Pronucts for Babies ann Tonnlers: Resources ann 

Recommennations for Retailers.
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